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 10 

Abstract: For development and successful application of any material, a clear understanding of their 11 
mechanical behavior is one of the most important things, but when it comes to nanofibers networks 12 
it become a challenge due to, their high porosity, many scales in their structure, and characteristics 13 
non-linear. Therefore, an experimental methodology in conjunction with a theoretical model that 14 
can fully consider their characteristics is still needed. In this work we proposed a model that 15 
incorporates the propagation of the elastic waves in two-phase media to determine the effective 16 
elastic modulus of electrospun membranes of PLA/gelatin given the mechanical properties of 17 
nanofibers, shape, distribution and concentration. The model was verified via laser ultrasonic 18 
testing. It was found that the values predicted for the effective modulus by the model were higher 19 
than the values obtained from experimental results. One explanation is due to the experimental 20 
density. As a result, the P-Wave velocity from the model best fit to experimental results and it has 21 
the same behavior, decrees as the concentration of gelatin in the solution. These results indicate the 22 
model and experimental methodology can assist in the dressing of nanofibers networks and 23 
electrospun materials. 24 

Keywords: elastic properties; laser ultrasonic; mechanical behavior; fiber-network  25 
 26 

1. Introduction 27 
Porous scaffolds and electrospun membrane are commonly used in tissue engineering to 28 

reestablish the damaged tissues or organs to mimic the functions of native tissue [1]. It is important 29 
to note that scaffolds must have sufficient mechanical strength and stiffness to provide structural 30 
support to the growing tissue, as well as the suitable pore size, high surface to volume ratio, porosity 31 
and pore interconnectivity with the purpose of allowing the flow of nutrients, waste disposal, cellular 32 
communications and cell proliferation [2]. One of the most popular technologies to produce 33 
biomaterials is the electrospinning, because it allows controlling the structural parameters of the 34 
fibrous material such as the fiber orientation and diameter, texture and porosity [3,4]. To endure 35 
growth of biological tissue, a scaffold must be able to withstand and transfer local stresses uniformly 36 
over its total area. Further, it should be able to sustain forces arising from a large static pull of seeded 37 
live cells, loading spikes from the pulsating peripheral blood, dynamic load variations during a 38 
scaffold biodegradation as well as the progressively replaced by the extracellular matrix, etc [5].  39 

The main approaches to determine the mechanical properties of fibers networks are: macro-40 
testing according to ATSM D638 standard [6,7], mechanical testing on a single-strand nanofiber in 41 
axial strain [8,9] and recently the laser ultrasonic technique [10]. Nevertheless, when compare from 42 
these techniques the measurements over a single-fiber and material made of many fibers there are 43 
differences of three orders of magnitude [6]. The differences among them is due to the fact that the 44 
global mechanical response of a fiber network depends upon the specific fiber arrangement, 45 
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interaction between neighboring fibers (e.g., contact adhesion, friction, etc) and the mechanical 46 
properties of the individual fibers [11]. So that, from a mechanical point view, the fiber networks do 47 
not fully fit the concept of bulk materials or thin films. 48 

Currently with continuum micromechanics (effective medium) base on representative volume 49 
element, are been develop many models, such a Cox model, which was the first model to obtain the 50 
effective moduli of planar random fiber network [12]. Astom et al. and Wu et al, developed an 51 
effective constitutive relation for random planar fiber network by considering the strain energy 52 
dissipative for each individual fibers in a representative area element (RAE), [13–15], and more others 53 
models base on a volume averaging or homogenization[16–18]. Chetterjee extended the Astom et al 54 
and Wu et al work considering both isotropic and transversal isotropic fibers, [19–21]. 55 

Despite, the progress made in mechanical properties of the fiber networks, both the experiments 56 
and models on fiber networks remain a challenge and their utility, is limited by the absence of a 57 
theoretical framework with which to predict how the bulk mechanical properties depend on the 58 
properties of the individual fibers. Such a framework is inherently multiscale, with the membrane 59 
dimensions being on the centimeter length scale, while the underlying fibrillar architecture on the 60 
nanometer scale. Concerning this goal, there are only one application of the laser ultrasonic technique 61 
to measure the mechanical properties of fibers networks and anyone model to predict the elastic 62 
properties using the propagation of the elastics wave theory.  63 

In this work, an approach to predict the velocity of propagation of a longitudinal wave that flies 64 
inside an electrospun membrane. In order to calculate its effective elastic modulus, we considering 65 
the material as a nano-porous with a fiber random distribution structure.  66 

The longitudinal wave velocities are predicted using a micromechanical model in combination 67 
with Hashin and Strikman effective theory. The theoretical results are compared with our 68 
experimental results from measurements made in electrospun membranes with different 69 
concentration of polymeric solution using a laser ultrasonic technique, which has been widely used 70 
in medical area to evaluate the mechanical properties of skin [22,23] and soft material [24]. 71 

2. Materials and Methods  72 

2.1 Materials 73 
PLLA (Mw=192,787 g/mol) was purchased from Nature Works Gelatin (fish skin) and 1,1,1, 3,3,3- 74 

Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. For the purification was used 75 
Cloroform from Alfa Aesar A. Johnson Mathey Co. and Metanol from J.T. Baker.   76 

 77 
2.2 Electrospinning  78 
The PLLA and gelatin were dissolved in HFIP. After the two solutions were prepared, they were 79 

mixed together at different ratios 10/0, 9/1 and 8/2 (v/w) the overall concentration fixed at 13 % (w/v). 80 
The experimental setup included a high-voltage power supply (Spellman, USA) and digital 81 
controlled syringe pump (KD Scientific, USA). The electrospinnig process was in the following 82 
conditions: PLA membranes, the flow rate 1.0 ml /hr and positive voltage applied of 10 kV. At room 83 
temperature. PLA/gelatin membranes, the flow rate 0.5 ml /hr and positive voltage applied of 15 kV 84 
at room temperature. The electrosupun membranes were collected on a piece of aluminum foil placed 85 
at distance of 8 cm from the bunt tip of the capillary.  86 

 87 
2.3 Morphological characterization 88 
The average fiber diameter and volume of voids of the scaffolds were determined by analysis of 89 

SEM images. The scaffolds were cut into pieces of 0.5 x 0.5 cm and fixed with adhesive tape on 90 
aluminum sample pans, were sputter coated for 90 s with gold, ant tested using scanning electron 91 
microscope (SEM, Leica Cambridge Steroscan 440). Resultant images were imported into Image J 92 
software for analysis of fiber diameter, orientation and volume voids. The SEM images for PLLA-93 
Gelatin illustrates a network of highly uniform and randomly oriented fibers, without the presence 94 
of beads defects. 95 
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 96 
2.4 Density determination 97 
To approximate the experimental determination fo the density of the sample with different 98 

geometries is performed by the gravimetric method reported in [25,26], by measuring the thickness, 99 
width, and length of the samples. 100 

Porosity was determined by finding the ratio of the measured density of the sample with the 101 
density of a bulk sample.  102 

 휀 = 1 − 휌 	 휌 	⁄ , (1) 
2.5 Laser ultrasonic testing 103 
Laser ultrasonic is a non-contact technique that uses a short-pulsed laser to excite elastic waves 104 

that propagate within the material which velocity is dependent on the elastics and geometrical 105 
properties of the material [27]. 106 

Due to the morphology and fragility of the samples, for to apply the laser ultrasonic in these 107 
materials is necessary to have a specific conditioning, first one to have a material as a function of 108 
source ultrasonic, next to increase the amplitude of photoacoustic signal. Base on the work the 109 
Sherman [28], that found if we work in a ablative regime a large amplitude elastic stress waves are 110 
produced by the recoil momentum of the material ejected from the sample surface. Further 111 
enhancement of the stress wave amplitude can be obtained by confining the plasma with a 112 
transparent layer, such as water, polymer paint, or a glass film, through which a buried source is 113 
produced. Alternatively, a strong ablation source can be produced by explosive evaporation using 114 
an adsorbed layer covering the material surface so that not to damage the sample. Thus, to have a 115 
burned source we used like absorbed layer aluminum foil and a glass film. In this way, the samples 116 
are prepared so that the energy of the laser pulse, under ablative conditions, does not strike them 117 
directly. The waves are produced over aluminum foil and they are transfer to samples.  118 

 119 
2.5.1 Sample preparation 120 
Based on the experimental methodology used in [10]. To obtain the elastic moduli (K), 121 

electrospun membranes are tasted in the longitudinal, L, direction. See Figure 1. The samples are 122 
prepared with a cylindrical geometry, three samples for each gelatin concentration were evaluated.  123 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation to the main directions over the electrosupun samples. 124 

The membrane is wound into a cylindrical shape, wrapped in Maylar foil, and the placed inside 125 
the glass tube (inner diameter of 6 mm). A short metal rod, with the same diameter as that of the 126 
rolled membrane, are attached on each side of the cylindrical sample, taking care not to leave an air 127 
interface between the sample and metal road, as shown in Figure 2. This configuration is called, the 128 
cylindrical sample.  129 
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Figure 2. Picture from the cylindrical samples where is showed the materials that conform the 130 

sample holder. 131 

2.5.2 System configuration 132 
A schematic of laser ultrasonic setup is shown in a Figure 3. A source to stress wave generation 133 

used a Q-switched pulsed Neodymium Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Nd:YAG) at 1064 nm with a 134 
pulse energy of 200 mJ and a Gaussian spatial distribution at 10 Hz rate repetition. The laser pulse 135 
width 6 ns with the spot diameter of 5 mm. The laser energy is absorbed by the aluminum in which 136 
takes places a generation of elastic waves, and travels through the sample. The generated elastic 137 
waves are detected on the other side of the sample with a piezoelectric PZT transducer (Olympus, 138 
V322), peak frequency 5 MHz, central frequency 4.80 MHz (broadband of 3.5 MHz). The signals are 139 
acquired and stored by a digitizing oscilloscope (Lecroy WaveRunner) with a bandwidth 1 GHz and 140 
sample rate 1 GS/s, triggered by a fast photodiode. 141 

 142 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. a) Representation of the experimental system configuration b) Picture taken of the 143 
experimental set up  144 

 
Figure 4. Arrival time signals i) signal the PZT sensor to a pulse of light laser ii) Signals of the arrival 145 

time with sample holder iii) Signals of the arrival time with sample holder and membrane. As we can see, 146 
the arrival time of the signals changes depending on the amount of materials in the way of the light pulse 147 
and the PZT sensor. 148 
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2.5.3 Arrival time on the samples   149 

Each one of the samples were fix in the way of the pulsed laser and the PZT sensor. We sent a 150 
pulsed laser to sample and acquired the signal with a PZT transducer, five signals were acquired for 151 
each sample. To calculate the average arrival time in electrospun sample we made a correction time. 152 
It’s means, the delay time produced by the materials that make up the sample holder was eliminated, 153 
see Figure 4. The elastic modulus in the longitudinal direction was calculated from the arrival time 154 
to P-Wave measured over the cylindrical samples using the dispersion of the elastic waves theory in 155 
rods [29] (p.75).  156 

3. Experimental Results 157 
3.1 Membrane characterization  158 
Using the methods described in the section 2.1 and the analysis of the SEM images of PLA/gelatin 159 

fibers as is shown in Figure 5. The average diameter of each one of the samples are; to PLLA 160 
nanofibers is 528.9 ±161 nm, to PLLA-Gelatin 10%, is 634 ±157 nm and PLLA-Gelatin 20% is 615 ± 130 161 
nm. The density and percent porosity of the nine samples are shown in the Table 1, the density of 162 
bulk material is fixed at 1270 Kg/m3. 163 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Scanning electron micrograph of electrospun membranes: (a) PLA membranes using 164 
the following conditions, applied voltage 10 kV, flow rate 1.0 ml/hr and working distance 8 cm; (b) 165 
PLA/ fish skin gelatin membranes using the following conditions, applied voltage 15 kV, flow rate 166 
0.5 ml/hr and working distance 8 cm. 167 

Table 1. Morphological properties of the PLA/gelatin electrospun membranes. Density and porosity as a 168 
function of the gelatin concentration. 169 

 170 
Concentration 

PLA/gelatin 
(%wt) 

Weight 
(gr) 

Length 
(mm) 

Volume 
(퐦퐦ퟑ) 

Density 
(퐤퐠 퐦ퟑ⁄ ) 

Porosity 
(%) 

10/0 21.86±0.09 4.13±0.13 101.7±13.3 214.9±28.9 0.82 
10/0 25.20±0.10 4.36±0.02 107.4±2.5 234.7±6.4 0.81 
10/0 16.76±0.11 3.80±0.08 93.7±7.5 178.9±15.6 0.85 
9/1 13.66±0.15 3.57±0.07 87.9±5.8 155.4±12.1 0.87 
9/1 13.40±0.07 3.30±0.06 81.2±5.1 165.0±11.1 0.86 
9/1 15.18±0.11 3.42±0.16 84.2±13.3 180.3±29.8 0.85 
8/2 14.20±0.12 3.57±0.24 87.9±21.4 161.5±40.8 0.86 
8/2 13.80±0.07 3.48±0.08 85.8±6.7 160.9±13.4 0.86 
8/2 12.92±0.08 3.44±0.22 84.8±18.5 152.3±34.2 0.87 

 171 
Base on the methodology shown in the laser ultrasonic testing section the velocity of the P-Wave 172 

and the elastic modulus calculated are displayed in the following Table 2. 173 
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 174 
Table 2. P-Wave velocity and elastic moduli of the PLA/gelatin electrospun membranes as a function of the 175 

gelatin concentration, density and porosity. 176 
 177 

Concentration 
PLA/gelatin 

(%wt) 

Density 
(Kg/m3) 

Porosity 
(%) 

Velocity 
(m/s) 

Elastic 
Moduli 
(MPa) 

10/0 214.9±28.9 0.82 442.8±37 42.1±0.0001 
10/0 234.7±6.4 0.81 403.9±92 38.3±0.0002 
10/0 178.9±15.6 0.85 412.7±169 30.5±0.0004 
9/1 155.4±12.1 0.88 265.3±84 10.9±0.0002 
9/1 165.0±11.1 0.87 270.4±31 12.1±0.0001 
9/1 180.3±29.8 0.86 227.3±40 9.3±0.0001 
8/2 161.5±40.8 0.87 258.2±52 12.0±0.0001 
8/2 160.9±13.4 0.87 290.4±156 13.6±0.0003 
8/2 152.3±34.2 0.88 262.0±37 10.9±0.0001 

 178 

4 Theoretical approaching 179 

The methodology to obtain the effective elastic modulus and P-Wave velocity of the fibers 180 
networks is shown in Figure 6. The mechanical properties of fibers network are determinate using 181 
the properties of single fibers and the microstructure of the fiber network (FN). A continuous the 182 
relation applied to obtain the mechanical properties of single fiber was developed. 183 

 
Figure 6. Procedure to calculate the P-Wave velocity, base on in a constitutive model. 184 

As the fiber are made by a polymeric solution is necessary to obtain the average properties of 185 
fibers we assumed that they are isotropic and their density is obtained by a rule of mixtures [30]. The 186 
Poisson relation, and elastic modulus are obtained using the Voigt model. 187 

휌 = 푉 휌 + 푉 휌  
푣 = 푉 푣 + 푉 푣  
퐸 = 푉 퐸 + 푉 퐸  

 
(2) 

 188 
4.1 Effective elastic modulus of the nanofiber. 189 
According to [14,15], the elastic energies of deformation for individual fiber element of length 푙 190 

subject to such strain field are, stretching:휋	퐸 푅 푙	휀 2⁄ , bending: 6휋퐸푅 휀 + 휀 푙⁄  and shearing:  191 
휋퐸푅 휀 + 휀 푙 1 + 푣 . 192 

 193 
So that, the elastic energies under shearing and bending become equal for fiber segments of 194 

length 푙 = 푙 = 퐷, 푙 = 퐷 2 6(1 + 푣 )⁄ . For long fiber segment with, 푙 ≫ 푙 the segment fiber is 195 
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assumed to deform only under bending and stretching. Then the effective elastic modulus to 196 
stretching and bending of a single fiber is given by [31,32]. 197 

 퐸 = 퐸 (1 + [훼 퐷⁄ ]), (3) 
 198 

 퐸 = 퐸 1 + 16 1 + 푣⁄ [훽 퐷⁄ ] ,  (4) 

where 퐸  is the elastic modulus of a single fiber , and 훼, 훽 are length scale parameters.  199 
 200 
4.2 Effective elastic modulus of the fiber network 201 
The approach considers the following assumptions: 202 

1. The fiber network structure is homogeneous structure 203 
2. The fibers are straight and oriented in the same plane (Planar FN) 204 
3. The fibers have identical length L  and diameter 퐷 205 
4. The fibers have randomly distribution  206 
5. The space between the fibers is called void but is considered filled of air  207 
6. The thickness and void space in the FN are uniform. 208 
7. Due the high fiber content inside of volume membrane exist interaction between 209 

them, 푛 . 210 
 211 

Fiber networks are made of fibers with uniform lengths L  and uniformly distributed in the 212 
interval  [0, 휃 ], 휓(휃, 퐿) is in the form  213 

휓(휃, 퐿) = 훿 (퐿 − 퐿 ) 휃 															(0 < 휃 < 휋)⁄ , (5) 
where 훿(퐿 − 퐿 ) is the Dirac function. For that distribution the mean number of contacts per fiber, 214 
can be estimated from [15]. 215 

푛 = 푛퐿 {1 − cos(휃 ) + 2[휃 + sin(휃 )]푟/퐿 }휃 	,					0 < 휃 ≤ 휋 2⁄
푛퐿 {1 − cos(휃 ) + 2[2 + 휃 − sin(휃 )]푟/퐿 }휃 	,			휋 2⁄ < 휃 ≤ 휋	

, (6) 

where n is the number of the fibers.  216 
To a number of fibers above 500, the mean segment length can be estimated as [15] 217 

푙 ̅ = 퐿 (푛 + 1)⁄ , (7) 
The total number of nanofibers in a specific volume, is approximated with the excluded volume 218 

concept [33,34], considering that the elastic modulus of the fiber network is connected to the 219 
percolation threshold[20], the number of the fibers per unit volume at percolation q  is inversely 220 
proportional to the excluded volume of one of the fibers. 221 

푞 ≅ 1 푉⁄  (8) 
If considered the fibers as spherical capped cylindrical tubes, of length L  and 푅 . The exclude 222 
volume is given by Equation (9) where,θ is angle between two fibers (random distribution). 223 

푉 =
32휋
3 푅 1 +

3
4

퐿
푅 +

3
8휋

〈sin	(휃)〉
퐿
푅 푑휃 

(9) 

Number of the fibers inside a volume V is given by 224 
푞 = 푛 푉⁄  (10) 

To approximate the volume, V, occupied by the fibers in the total volume of samples with length 225 
Lx and Ly, (see Figure 7), we related the porosity of the fiber network using the Equation 11. 226 

푉 = 푉 (1 − 휙 ), (11) 
 227 
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Figure 7. Photograph of PLA/gelatins samples where the red arrows represent their width and length 228 

using in the model. 229 

where 	푉  is the total volume of the samples, 휙  the volume fraction of the space 230 
between the fibers (porosity) and 푉  the volume occupied by the fibers. Since the fibers do not 231 
fill the entire volume of the sample, as we see in SEM images, a threshold is fix (that is function of the 232 
void spaces (porosity)), the threshold is a round 20 to 30 percent of the volume of sample. From the 233 
Equations (10) and (11) the number of the fibers in the sample is:  234 

푛 = 푉 (1 − 휙 ) 푞 , (12) 
According to Wang et al, [5] the total strain energy in x-direction adding the deformation of the 235 

fibers are considered, then the effective elastic modulus 퐸 of the fiber network:  236 
	퐸 = 푓(푛) + ( )

( ) 푔(푧) + Γ(0, 푧) , (13) 

where: 237 
= L0/D, aspect ratio of nanofiber 238 
G, Shear modulus of fiber 239 
z = lc/l,  240 
푔(푧) = 1 − (푒푥푝 − 푧)(푧 + 1), 241 
(0,z), incomplete gamma function, 242 
푓(푛) = 1 − (푒푥푝(1 − 푛/푛 )/2), the exponential decay function that describe the effect of the 243 

percolation threshold [13] , 푛  is the average number of contacts per fiber estimated with the Wu and 244 
Dzenis model [15] 245 

 246 
4.3 Effective medium model of composite material 247 
To predict the global mechanical behavior of the fiber network we applied a differential effective 248 

medium theory (DEM) considering the fiber networks as two-phase media [35,36], that consist of a 249 
matrix material (fiber network with a volume fraction, ϕ ) with inclusion that are not connected  250 
(spaces between the fibers filled of air, which volume fraction is, ϕ ). We assume that the host 251 
material has a elastic moduli ( 퐾 , μ ) and the inclusion 퐾 . If we specify only the volume fractions 252 
of each one and the geometry of the inclusion we can predict the upper and lower bound to the 253 
mixture moduli by the relation of Hashin-Shtrikman-Walpole bounds for two constituents and 254 
considering that the spaces between the fibers are circular, the bounds are written as [37]. 255 

퐾 ± = 퐾 +
( ) ( )

, (14) 

 256 
4.4 P-wave velocity  257 
In order to obtain the P-wave V  velocity, in the direction 1, we applied the Kuster and Toksoz 258 

(KT) model. In this model not consider the interaction between pores and applies the wave scattering 259 
theory and the classical theory of elasticity to spherical inclusions (휙 ) dispersed in a continuous 260 
elastic matrix[38]. We considered a volume fraction of composites phases and their bulk modulus K* 261 
[39,40]. The effective shear modulus vanishes because a two-phase medium cannot sustain any shear 262 
unless there be a solid continuum [38]. So that, the effective P-wave velocity is given by 263 
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푉∗ =
∗

∗ , (15) 

It must be emphasized that 휌∗ is an effective density that changes as a function of the voids, , 264 
density of the air 휌 , and density of the fiber 휌 . 265 

	휌∗ = [휌 (1 − 휙 ) + 휌 휙 , (16) 
 266 

5 Results 267 
5.1 Comparison of the model to experimental measurements 268 
The comparation of the experimental results with a theoretical model is showed in the Figure 8a 269 

where the P-Wave velocity decrease as a function of the gelatin concentration increase.  270 
The experimental measurements of 10 and 20 wt% gelatin concentration samples, the P-Wave 271 

velocity is near to 250 m/s Figure 8b, by other side the samples made of PLA the velocity is over 400 272 
m /s Figure 8c. In three kind of samples, the experimental values are within to the upper and lower 273 
bonds curves and they are in the same order of magnitude.  274 

The membranes that contains different concentration of gelatin does not present a very large 275 
variation of velocity. As a result, the electrospun membrane made of PLA present a higher velocity 276 
and elastic modulus than the sample made of PLA/gelatin. The data suggest that the elastic modulus 277 
of membranes is sensitive to the gelatin solution concentration.  278 

From a mechanical view the PLA/gelatin membranes have lower stiffness than made of PLA. 279 
That is to say the PLA/ gelatin samples shows a large deflection when they subjected to tension.   280 

 281 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. The P-Wave velocity (compresional) in a electrospun membranes as a function of the 282 
density. The solid curves are the upper and lower bonds predicted with Kuster and Toksoz (KT) 283 
model: (a) Correspond to PLA electrospun membrane; (b) correspond to PLA/ fish skin gelatin 10 % 284 
electrospun membrane; (c) correspond to PLA/ fish skin gelatin 20 % electrospun membrane. 285 

In order to illustrate the comparison between theory and experiment the data are plotted in the 286 
Figure 9. The values of elastic modulus predicted are higher than the experimental results, the 287 
resultant best fit for the elastic modulus in PLA/gelatin samples to 10 and 20 % concentration, in both 288 
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cases are in the same order of magnitude, was found to be 160 MPa which is more than four times 289 
greater than modulus measured. 290 

 
Figure 9. Mean elastic modulus of three kinds of electrospun membranes compared with the 291 

predictions generated by the model. A rise of the elastic modulus is observed as gelatin concentration 292 
decreases. 293 

5 Discussion 294 
The elastic modulus of electrospun membranes were calculated as function of gelatin 295 

concentration by arrival time of P-Waves. We compared the experimental results with a model 296 
integrated by a micromechanical model in combination with a model to propagation of the elastic 297 
waves in two-phase media. We use the combination of convectional models and results of tensile 298 
properties and SEM experiments. 299 

The experimental results showed that the wave velocity is a function to the microstructural 300 
architecture and the discrepancies of the model in the elastic modulus revel limitation of the 301 
procedure experimental to measure the density of the samples. Even son the elastic moduli predicted 302 
and measured both are in the same order of magnitude, for the three polymeric mixtures. Therefore, 303 
it shows that the density has a great influence on the calculation in the elastic modulus but the 304 
agreement of the predictions of the model demonstrates experimentally that the properties of the 305 
electrospun membranes can be calculated and measured by the dispersion of elastic waves, using the 306 
methodology shown in this work. The next step is to develop theoretical framework that considers 307 
the fiber-network as a transversely elastic to approximate the S-Wave velocity. Which experimentally 308 
would allow us to measure 5 elastic constants instead of just one as is done so far. 309 

 310 
5.1 Parametric analysis  311 
All the assumptions of this model were originally developed for PLA-Gelatin fish skin fibers-312 

network, with a random distribution, that presented cross-links and volume fraction of void in their 313 
interior of the network. But by varying different sample parameters, it easy to see the effect on the 314 
elastic P-wave velocity and the elastic modulus. Of observation Figure 10 is evident for the effect of 315 
the porosity in the velocity of the elastic waves that have consequence over the elastic modulus.  316 

 317 

 318 
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Figure 10. P-Wave velocity in the PLA and PLA/ gelatin samples as a function of porosity 319 
concentration and density   320 

The attenuation of the P-wave velocity in longitudinal direction (draw direction) can be 321 
predicted easily using the established model as long as the width to elastic modulus, aspect ratio, and 322 
diameter of the fiber, concentration of the fibers and the porosity and volume of the sample specimen 323 
are known.  324 

 325 
6 Conclusion 326 

This paper, we predicted the effective modulus of an electrospun membrane sheet with a 327 
random distribution applying the laser ultrasonic technique to evaluate the mechanical properties of 328 
electrospun materials instead the mechanical testing test. And the experimental results were 329 
compared with theoretical framework that adopted advances previous efforts based on Reuss/Voight 330 
elastic bounds, micromechanical models and effective medium approach, that results in a good 331 
agreement with experimental results. Thus, this work provides a methodology to evaluate effective 332 
elastic properties of nanofiber networks and electrospun membranes.   333 

 334 

 335 

  336 
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